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Pharmacy Cricket ‘Thank You’ Dinner
Sir Stamford Hotel 1st June 2005
‘The Famous Five’ Left to Right
Ian Craig OAM. Pharmacist. Youngest man to Captain an Australian Test Team. Played his first interstate match for NSW vs South
Australia at age 16 scoring 91. The following season 1952/53 playing for NSW he scored 213 not out again the visiting South African
Team. He Captained the Australian Test team for their 1957/58 tour of South Africa winning 3 Tests and losing none. Immediate Past
President of The Bradmam Museum & Foundation at Bowral
Alan Davidson AM MBE One or Australia’s greatest all rounders. Left hand opening bowler & punishing mid order batsmen. Played
in the famous Tied Test Australia vs West Indies in Brisbane 1960. He scored a unique double in this match being the first player to
score 100 runs and take 10 wickets in the one Test. He scored 44 & 80 and took 5 for 135 and 6 for 87. He was President of what is
now called Cricket NSW then the NSW Cricket Association for many years.
Neil Harvey MBE. Possible the greatest left hand batsmen. Neil’s innings of 112 against England in 1948 was described by Bradman
as ‘One of the finest innings of any batsman, old or young, has ever played’. Played in 79 Tests and in his first class career he scored
21,699 runs and 67 centuries. Neil successfully Captained Australia vs England at Lords in 1961. Fantastic fieldsman especially in the
covers with an accurate throw. A member of Bradman’s 1948 ‘Invincibles’
Sam Loxton OBE. On debut for Victoria he scored 232 not out, a record for a player in his first match. In his first Test against South
Africa in 1949 he scored 101 in 135 minutes. Only one other player has achieved this feat. A fiery fast medium bowler Sam took 232
wickets in his first class career. A member of Bradman’s 1948 ‘Invincibles’. Sam with Neil Harvey saved Australia from defeat in the
4th Test at Headingley in 1948 with a great partnership. Neil scoring in his first Test against England 112 and Sam Loxton with five
sixes in his 93.
The 1948 Team led by Bradman called the ‘Invincibles’ completed their tour undefeated. One of the greatest Australian teams.
Jim Maxwell. The voice of ABC radio cricket. Broadcasting and describing over 140 Tests including four tours of the West Indies and
three to India and Pakistan. Jim edits the ABC Cricket Book, Australia’s longest running cricket publication. Author of two excellent
cricket books, ‘The First Sixty Years’ and ’Stumps’. Presently in England to broadcast the 2005 Test series.

Presidents Annual Report
‘Pharmacy Cricket’ took a new direction in August 2004 by
moving to an incorporated structure and became autonomous. This
new arrangement allows the necessary flexibility together with the
freedom to expand and provide and promote cricket to pharmacists
and pharmacy students throughout Australia.
The 2004 – 2005 season was the most successful since cricket and
pharmacy come together back in 2000, when the first match was
played at Bradman Oval Bowral. The addition of the Queensland
and the Gala matches expanded our last season’s programme.
Starting with the’ Blues vs Golds’ match at St Paul’s College, the
‘City vs Country’ match at Wagga (this was washed out), the ‘Gala
Match at Paul’s Oval, NSW vs Victoria at Wesley College St Kilda
Melbourne, NSW vs Queensland at Robina Gold Coast Queensland
and the rescheduled match ‘City vs Country’ at Camden together
with a net session at the SCG nets, we had a busy season.
Two new trophies were added to the vault. ‘The Pharmacy Guild
Travel Shield’ for the NSW vs Queensland match and the
‘Hodgson Cup’ for the Gala match. These are now added to the
valuable and historic ‘Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket
Shield’ 1908 – 2005, the ‘Sidgreaves Shield’ for City vs Country
match and the ‘Wilkinson Cup’ for the ‘Blues vs Golds’ match.
Four dinners were held during the season. The first at Wagga with
Geoff Lawson as ‘Guest Speaker’ in conjunction with the Charles
Sturt Pharmacy Foundation. The second in Melbourne in the Cato
Hall of Wesley College with over 100 present. Guests Speakers
were cricket author and commentator Ken Piesse, Test Fast Bowler
Rodney Hogg and Victorian State Captain & wicketkeeper Darren
Berry. Third at Camden at the Camden Inn with the members of the
City and Country teams plus friends, lastly the highlight of the
season at the Sir Stamford Hotel Sydney for the sponsors and the
special five ‘Cricket Greats’, Ian Craig, Alan Davidson, Neil
Harvey, Sam Loxton & Jim Maxwell.
We announced two scholarships for pharmacy students of $2500
each. The successful applicants came from Charles Sturt University
Wagga and Queensland University St Lucia.
These funds were provided in accordance with point nine of our
mission statement and are provided as a result of the support of the
2004 – 2005 sponsors and by careful budgeting and good
stewardship on our part. This identifies ‘Pharmacy Cricket’ and
our sponsors as responsible organizations assisting pharmacy
students and the pharmacists of the future.
The sponsorships provided by the various pharmaceutical
companies and professional organizations are the life-blood of
‘Pharmacy Cricket’. Without this support our enterprise could
not develop, let alone exist. In particular I must thank and
mention Joseph Saad and Graham Perl of Pfizer, John Montgomery
& Alan Tillack of Alphapharm, Kevin Darke & Paul Brown of
GlaxoSmithKline, Stephen Greenwood of the National Office of
the Guild, Luke Fitzgerald of Sanofi Aventis, Bill Kelly of AACP,
David Glace of API, Will Delaat of MSD, Brian Benger & David
Brown of GI&FS, James Bowmaker of Blooms, Michael
Sidgreaves of Sidgreaves shop fitters, John Coppock of PDL, Ken
Bickle of Guild Travel and Trevor Clarkin of Gold Cross. With an
ever increasing membership, expanding activities and the
continued support of our sponsors we are confident to say,
‘PHARMACY CRICKET IS THE FASTEST GROWING
ACTIVITY IN THE WORLD OF PHARMACY’

With the initiative of our committee member Anthony Bou Antoun
with the assistance of his brother Paul we have a web site at
www.pharmacycricket.com.au. A great step forward as this carries
articles, photos, information etc for all to read and use as a means
of communication. Also it strongly publishes the sponsors with the
three top levels displayed on every page in addition to the special
sponsors page.
The ‘Pharmacy Cricket’ tie with its unique design has been very
popular and most of the membership now proudly wear this article
of male apparel “with pride”. Each of the sponsors of 2004 –2005
were presented with one at the sponsors dinner in January. I
understand that at least three were seen at the Lords Test Match
Australia vs England recently.
The 2005 – 2006 season promises to be quite a challenge with the plan
to have NSW, Victoria & Queensland play against each other over
three days at the time of the Australia Day holiday in January 2006.
We have requested the use of Bradman Oval Bowral for these games.
The tradition games, Blues vs Golds, City vs Country and the Gala
match are booked with Newcastle about to come into the competition.
The sponsors for 2005 – 2006 are being organised and in addition to
our regular sponsors I note, as well as, Pfizer, Alphapharm, GSK
and the Pharmacy Guild National & NSW at the top levels, Roche
and Kodak have come on board as Silver sponsors. Guild Insurance
and Financial Services and Pharmaceutical Defence Limited (PDL)
have moved up to Silver sponsorship. API, Merck Sharpe & Dohme,
Blooms The Chemist, Guild Travel & Gold Cross are back. PCA Nu
Systems and the National Australia Bank join as Bronze sponsors.
The audited financial statement shows a successful year and
indicates the extent of the activities and the careful way the
finances were managed.
I would be remiss if I did not record our appreciation for the
assistance and outstanding help provided by the NSW Branch of
the Pharmacy Guild of Australia. From State Branch President Si
Banks, Branch Director Ian Campbell, together with the boys in the
graphics and printing area, especially David Ferris, and the ladies
of the secretariat.
The committee met on seven occasions and the members carried
out their respective tasks well and I record my sincere thanks
especially to secretary Peter O’Reilly, treasurer Paul Mahoney and
team Captains David Sidgreaves and Peter Mikhail.
During the season past, trips to Wagga, Melbourne, Queensland
and Camden were undertaken and were well supported. Many of
the matches had very close results and through these matches and
dinners there was great fellowship and new friendships developed,
especially by the younger pharmacists and the older members of
our profession.
I look forward to an every increasing spectrum of activity with new
and more pharmacy students and pharmacists joining this great
activity.
‘PHARMACY CRICKET’ HAS BECOME MUCH MORE
THAN JUST A GAME OF CRICKET!
Greg Hodgson
President
September 2005

Pharmacy Cricket
The Golds vs The Blues
St Paul’s College
Sunday 17th October 2004
Golds 178
David Sidgreaves 49 not out & Steve Thompson 46
Carlyle Fernandez 4 for 12 off 10 overs 3 maidens
Blues 167
Matt Wong 73 not out & Phillip Doueihi 25
Nawas Atalla 2 for 10 off 3 overs
Tony Herro 2 for 21 off 8 overs 2 maidens
Win to The Golds by 11 runs
Golds
David Sidgreaves Captain

Warwick Wilkinson, Matt Wong & Greg Hodgson

Blues
Craig Patterson Captain

Greg placing the name of the winning team on the
Wilkinson Trophy, watched by Warwick & Golds Captain,
David Sidgreaves.

Player of the Match, Matt Wong and his father.

CITY VS COUNTRY CRICKET WEEKEND
WAGGA WAGGA OCTOBER 2004
INAUGURAL CSU PHARMACY FOUNDATION
DINNER
As the holders of the 'Sidgreaves' Shield the NSW team under
their captain David Sidgreves, set off in high spirits to meet
their country colleagues to determine who should be the
holders of the 'Shield' for this cricket season.
The Inaugural CSU Foundation Dinner and Saturday night
welcome dinner was held at a very pleasant location in Wagga
called the Magpies Nest. Peter Gissing, a local pharmacist,
said they were privileged to have the local Federal Member,
Kay Hull in attendance.
The guest list included National President, John Bronger and
pharmacist wife Lyn Bronger, Paul and Lynn Mahoney, John
Bell from PSA, Dick and Vivienne Marries, and Kym Ascough,
Registrar Pharmacy Board NSW, to name but a few. Those
who represented CSU were Assoc Professor Lyn Angel, Mark
Burton, Head of School Biomedical Sciences and Ross
Kennedy.
The gathering heard a strong reply to Peter Gissing's welcome
from Vice Chancellor, Ian Goulter who spoke about the "can
do" philosophy that has been the driving force that separates
CSU from the other pharmacy schools, and that success came
from the curriculum that produced the multi skilled health
professionals who can interact effectively as part of the health
team into the future. Peter Gissing made the following
observations:

"Faculty of Health Studies has the broadest allied health
profile of any Faculty in Australia and we are not finished
yet! There is however an acknowledged critical shortage
of all allied health professionals in rural and remote
Australia which is a need to which CSU has responded.
Our mantra is:
- recruit from the country
- educate in the country
- to retain in the country
How successful have we been?

First 36 students graduated in 2000/01 with most
completing their first year as superior professionals in
non-metropolitan pharmacies.
This pattern has continued. We are going to continue to
grow and push the boundaries. The Foundation can assist
us in achieving our goals more rapidly."
The occasional address was given by internationally well
known cricketer, Geoff Lawson, who recounted his early life in
Wagga, where he learnt the skills that brought him success
wherever he travelled. He later joined in the handing out of the
caps to both teams who were to play the next day.

THE CRICKET
Sunday was overcast and very gentle rain caused concern,
however, ever hopeful the teams arrived at the Wagga Cricket
ground to find the pitch uncovered and unplayable. Not to be
blocked the Wagga boys under Michael O'Reilly introduced
plan B. A trip about 20K or so out of town led us to an all
weather pitch set amongst the gums trees and surrounded by
a picket fence, a very picturesque setting. At last a chance to
play cricket, but NO. The weather Gods had decided that the
farmers of the district had a much greater need than the 22
players. The rain not only did not stop, but became heavier.
Associate Professor Lyn Angel displaying her multi skilling
ability with the help of her husband Bruce and the ladies of the
pharmacy school of Charles Sturt set about preparing a great
BBQ lunch. Much fellowship and good country hospitality took
the place of cricket and the loss of a cricket match was
replaced with good food and an opportunity to get to know
pharmacists from other places.
A great weekend, pity about the cricket, however the farmers
were the winners. The abandoned match 'City vs Country' has
been rescheduled for April 2005 at a ground somewhere
between Sydney & Wagga.
Next year Water Polo will be on the agenda.
Your cricket correspondent 2004

The Rainmakers waiting in vain

PHARMACY CRICKET
‘GALA MATCH’
ST PAUL’S OVAL UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
SUNDAY 21ST NOVEMBER 2004
In the delightful setting of the tree lined oval of
the sand stoned façade of Australia’s oldest
University college ‘Pharmacy Cricket’ held the
inaugural ‘Golden Oldies’ match to launch this
new Association. With such players as Peter
O’Reilly, Graham Reed, Paul Mahoney, Brian
Sidgreaves & Greg Hodgson together with a good
sprinkling of students and younger pharmacists,
the stage was well set for the contest.

Peter O’Reilly, Brian Booth, Jim Matthews & Bryan Sidgreaves

Greg Hodgson presenting the “Trophy” to winning captain, Peter O’Reilly.

Ex Australian Test player and Past President &
Patron of the St George District Cricket Club
Brian Booth MBE offially launched ‘Pharmacy
Cricket’ with some great stories and well-chosen
words at the BBQ lunch break.
In the tradition of cricket played by pharmacists
the result went down to the wire. Graham Reed’s
team produced a total of 113. Peter O’Reilly’s
team responded well and with the last man in and
seven runs were required for victory, young Ben
Thompson (son of Steve Thompson) with Brian
Sidgreaves’s assistance scored the runs required
for a victory to the O’Reilly team.

A
great
day
enjoyed by all and
it was especially
pleasing to note the
presence for John
& Lyn Bronger,
Jim & Margaret
Matthews,
the
Registrar of the
Pharmacy Board
Kym
Ayscough
and
Board
Inspector, turned
cricket
umpire,
Allan Bear. Also
the wives and
friends of many of
the players added
to the occasion.

The winning captain, Peter O’Reilly,
with the trophy

Greg Hodgson presented the ‘Hodgson Trophy’
to the winning Captain and the ‘Player of the
Match’ cup was presented to Peter Mikhail.
The Hodgson Cup

PHARMACY CRICKET
REPORT OF NSW VS VICTORIA MATCH
WESLEY COLLEGE MELBOURNE 30 JANUARY 2005
Bernie Borg and Manny Chessari opened for Victoria and took the
score to 23 before Borg was out bowled by Tony Herro for 13.
Chessari was out for 22, bowled by Michael O’Reilly with the score
at 2 for 54. Jeff Facey, playing well and scoring freely, hit four fours
and with two sixes before retiring at 50 not out. Brad Watmuff
added 13 to the score and, with Divesh Sanghvi, took the score to 3
for 108. Sanghvi (40) and Peter Cramp (16) took the score past the
NSW total. Warren Fricke had duck for dinner as did Ben Brndusic
(NSW). Paul Wickham, maintained his previous form by hitting a
superb six and finished not out along with Geoff Crisp.
Victoria 7 for 173 after 50 overs. Best bowler for NSW was
Anthony BouAntoun with 2 for 25 off 6 overs.
The game in progress on the ‘Front Turf’, Wesley College

Arriving at Melbourne’s Wesley College cricket ground for “The
Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield” match between NSW and
Victoria, one could be excused for imagining the venue as being the best
of England’s famous cricketing greens. The splendid vista offered the
elegantly architectured facade of Wesley College facing one side of the
ground, with the other bordered by trees and the Melbourne city skyline.

A well deserved victory to Victoria who now holds the ‘Shield’. The
competition between Victoria and NSW now stands at two wins apiece.
‘Player of the match’ award
went to Jeff Facey. The ‘Best
Batting’ award to Murray Le
Lievre and the ‘Best Bowling’
award to David Ford.

The ground’s outfield offered a
magnificent manicured surface,
soft like satin cloth, and although
the wicket - well grassed and
covered overnight - was brown and
a little soft, it was full of potential.

NSW Captain, Murray Le Lievre
presenting the ‘Shield’ to Victorian
Captain, Steve White

Murray Le Lievre, the NSW
Captain, lost the toss and NSW
were offered first use of the
wicket by Victoria Captain Steve
White. With the Umpires, Bill
Sheahan (ex Test Umpire) and
Eric Kelly in place the sightscreen
adjusted, play commenced.

The NSW openers Tim Sidgreaves and Peter Mikhail had difficulty
scoring against the accurate bowling of Paul Wickham and Steve
White, and the total after 11 overs was no wickets for 17. Mikhail was
adjudged LBW for 4 and Justin Burt was out bowled for 3. NSW: 2 for
25. Enter the Captain Murray Le Lievre who opened his account with
a splendid 4 (to Midwicket). Sidgreaves was dismissed, out caught,
having scored 19. NSW: 3 for 35. Steve Thompson (20) and Ben
Glascott (18), both being run out, had partnerships with Le Lievre and
pushed the score to 6 for 104. Le Lievre, playing a ‘Captains Innings’
retired at the obligatory 50 with a magnificent 6 (over long on), to leave
the field with 55 runs. Vigorous hitting by Anthony BouAntoun and
Jason Harvey NSW at the end of the NSW 50 overs delivered a final
score of 8 for 152. David Ford 2 for 12 off 10 overs and Steve White
2 for 31 off 10 overs had the best bowling figures for Victoria.
Lunch was taken. Players, umpires and spectators enjoyed
refreshments in the pleasant and relaxing atmosphere of the Cato room
of the College, set in the tranquil and lush surrounds of the college.

Greg Hodgson presenting the Man
of the Match award to Victorian
player, Jeff Facey

‘Pharmacy Cricket’ can take a
bow at a job well done. A great day
of cricket was enjoyed by players
and spectators alike, under clear
blue skies and at a wonderful
venue. Most importantly, the event
delivered terrific fellowship and
enjoyable memories for all
participants. Those who were not
there missed a most delightful day.

The next match on the Pharmacy Cricket calendar is between
NSW and Queensland to be held at Robina on QLD’s Gold
Coast on Sunday 6 March.
Your cricket correspondent.

The victorious, Victorian team. Captain Steve White, with the ‘Shield’

PHARMACY CRICKET
NSW VS QLD INAUGURAL MATCH FOR THE 'GUILD TRAVEL'
SHIELD. ROBINA GOLD COAST SUNDAY 6TH MARCH 2005

NSW & QLD teams, Robina, Gold Coast. Trophy is the Guild Travel Shield

Driving over the crest of the hill what a wonderful sight, a cricket
ground as large as the MCG, in great condition, well grassed with
an outstanding pavilion. The members of the Gold Coast Cricket
Club committee, from the Secretary, Treasurer, President,
Groundsman, bar minder to the husband and wife lunch providers
were a most hospitable group and truly wonderful people. The
members of the Queensland team with their captain Darren Spina
weren’t a bad bunch either.

Douglas was bowled for 32. NSW 3 for 108. It seemed that
victory was well in sight. But NO, with two ducks, a caught &
bowled and one clean bowled, NSW was in trouble. Peter Mikhail
coming in at No 7 kept the ship afloat. Requiring 14 runs to win
enter Peter O’Reilly. In the tradition of that great cricketing name
and lower order batsman, O’Reilly saw out the rest of the over,
this gave the strike to Mikhail, who set about scoring the runs
required, however, not quite. O’Reilly was then left at the striker’s
end with the scored tied. With great skill and a little luck O’Reilly
hit the next ball, to where he says he did not know, and Mikhail
calling desperately secured his ground for the winning run.
Victory to NSW by one run. Paul Mahoney, although padded up,
was a little relieved he was not required to bat.
NSW captain Peter Mikhail was awarded ‘Man of The Match,
with 7 for 28 and 22 not out.
Mr Ken Bickle
presented the ‘Guild
Travel’ Shield on
behalf of Pharmacy
‘Guild Travel’ to the
captain
of
the
winning team. Both
captains spoke after
the match expressing
their congratulations
to both teams for a
great match and to
those responsible for
the organization.

The previous night at our hotel, the NSW team enjoyed a great
poolside BBQ with the Queensland boys in very pleasant conditions,
balmy breeze and great food and adequate liquid refreshments.
There was good fellowship and it was great to meet our opponents.
Sunday broke to a slightly overcast day with
a steady wind. Darren Spina, Townsville
pharmacist and Queensland skipper, won the
toss and decided to bat. The Queensland
opening pair was soon parted when Peter
Hickey was out LBW to Anthony BouAntoun
for 5. Queensland 1 for 10. The score moved
along slowly and in the 14th over Mark
Kleimeyer was caught off Andrew Douglas
for 14. Enter Darren Spina, who playing a
truly captain’s innings, set about steering
Queensland along with various partners
Darren Spina retires
including Matthew McLoughlin 38, and
50 not out
having reached 50 Spina was required to
retire in the 40th over with the score at 5 for 140. At this moment
we witnessed a great feat of bowling by NSW captain Peter Mikhail
who having taken 2 for 17 off his first 5 overs set about demolishing
the rest of the Queensland team. Mikhail finished with 7 for 28 off
9 overs. The last 4 wickets off 9 balls. Queensland out for 155.

NSW Captain, Peter Mikhail triumphantly
returning to the pavillion after taking 7 for 28.
The last 4 wickets fell in 9 balls.

We look forward to the
next match between
the ‘Cockroaches’ &
the ‘Cane Toads’.

Your Cricket correspondant

Lunch was taken.
NSW opened their innings with new and untried openers, Matt
Feros and Adrian Sobol. These two displayed great concentration
and played very correctly. Sobol having hit 2 fours gave way to
temptation and was caught for 20. NSW 1 for 37 in the 11th over.
Feros & Andrew Douglas moved the score to 79 when Feros was
out for a well-played 34, the highest score in the NSW innings.
Anthony BouAntoun joined Douglas and both played well until

The winning team. Captain, Peter Mikhail

PHARMACY CRICKET
City vs Country - Camden April 2005
The historic Camden Park Estate and the Camden Valley Inn were
the venues for the postponed match between the ‘Country’ boys from
Wagga and Albury and the ‘City’ team.

The teams, umpires & the 'Shield', Camden Park Estate Ground

The pre-match dinner at the Camden Valley Inn saw Country Captain
and Albury Pharmacist Ben Brndusic presented with a Bradman Bear
& miniature Bat to celebrate the birth of his son Drew. Ben was also
presented with a small soft toy Duck to acknowledge his effort for
NSW against Victoria in January. Likewise Ravi Alluri was presented
with a similar Duck for his effort for NSW against Queensland in
March. The birth of City captain David Sidgreaves son Harry was
recognised with a Bradman Museum Bear & miniature Bat.
Peter Mikhail, NSW Captain against Queensland, having achieved
the unique achievement of 7 wickets for 28 (the last 4 wickets off 9
balls), 22 not out and Player of the Match Award was presented with
the actual ‘Ball’ used mounted and suitably inscribed together with a
photo of his return to the pavilion after his unique bowling feat. This
is first time any bowler has taken 7 wickets in an innings in the
history of Pharmacy Cricket.
Pharmacy Cricket Membership Certificates were presented to James
Douglas (City) and Glenn Harper (Country). All present enjoyed a
great dinner with lots of fun and good fellowship. It was pleasing to
note the presence of the donor of the ‘Sidgreaves Shield’ and father
of David, Mr Bryan Sidgreaves. It was pleasing to note the presence
of NSW Guild President Si Banks, his wife Barbara and Pfizer
representative Graham Perl amongst the guests.
Sunday the 3rd of April, the day of the match, announced its presence
with a heavy fog. Not as you might expect a foreboding start to the
day, rather the promise of a good day with clear skies.
The Camden Park
Estate ground is found
off the beaten track in
a delightful rural bush
setting. A picturesque
picture postcard ground
with a new and welldesigned pavilion.

Bryan Sidgreaves (The donor of the 'Sidgreaves
Shield') about to make the presentation to the
captain of the winning team

Having won the toss
and inspected the pitch
Country Captain Ben
Brndusic decided to
offer the City team the

opportunity to bat first. Opening bowlers Glenn Harper and
particularly Sam Brndusic soon showed why Country decided to
bowl. The ball was bouncing unevenly and some were rising up to
chest high. Opener Peter Mikhail was the first to be dismissed. City
1 for 7 in the second over. Enter Tim Sidgreaves, who set about
playing one of the best defensive innings we have seen. Tim
displayed great skill is keeping the aggressive bowling at bay. Tim
was required to retire not out on 51. The other opener Ravi Alluri
playing carefully was dismissed in the 10th over. City 2 for 22. Then
a procession of batsmen, resulting with the score 5 for 43 until
Andrew Douglas entered the scene. Andrew was out caught for a
duck, however as there was a ‘you cannot be out for O rule’, then set
about showing that the bowling held no fears for him, with 7 fours
and two sixes in his innings of 47. The fielding of the Country team
was outstanding, with fantastic catches by Michael O’Reilly, Sam
Brndusic and wicketkeeper Mark White. In all 7, dismissals by
catches in the City team’s final score of 146.
Lunch. The catering firm of Peter
& Lorelie O’Reilly, assisted by
daughter-in-law
Marguarete
presented a wonderful selection of
freshly carved ham, selected salads,
creamed potatoes, fresh fruit, soft
drinks and coffee etc. Quite the
best lunch one could provide and
all enjoyed this great effort.
Country opened their innings with
Mark White and Josh Litchfield.
Josh showed no respect for the
bowling of Steve Thompson and
Andrew Douglas hitting 5 fours and
one 6 in his swashbuckling innings
of 33. Andrew Douglas had his
revenge by bowling Josh. Country 1
for 45. Jason Luu played well for his 24 (Three fours), Mark White having
held the innings together, was dismissed bowled by Anthony BouAntoun
for 22. The score, 3 for 91. Andrew Crichton remained not out on 18
playing a sedate innings, as distinct to Ben Glascott who hit five 4’s in his
22 before being bowled by Steve Thompson. Country final score 6 for 147.
Peter Mikhail (The NSW Captain
for the NSW V QLD match) being
presented with the ball from the
match NSW v Queensland when
he took 7 wickets for 28. The last 4
wickets off 9 balls. Greg Hodgson
Pharmacy Cricket President is
making the presentation

The first and well deserved victory by
Country, who now holds the
‘Sidgreaves Shield’. The Shield,
presented to the winning Captain Ben
Brndusic by Mr Bryan Sidgreaves the
donor of the Shield. The ‘Player of the
Match’ was awarded to Mark White
(Country), the “Best Batting Award’
to Tim Sidgreaves (City) and the ‘Best
Bowling Award’ to Trent Seaman. In
the absence of Greg Hodgson, who
had to leave at lunchtime due to Greg Hodgson presenting the
Duck to Ben Brndusic for his
illness, Paul Mahoney spoke, thanked
effort for NSW vs Victoria in
Melbourne in March
and congratulated the winning
captain and both teams for an excellent match played with great spirit.
Your cricket observer.

PHARMACY CRICKET
‘THANK YOU’ DINNER - 1ST JUNE 2005
The Sir Stamford Hotel Circular Quay Sydney was the venue
for Pharmacy Cricket’s ‘Thank You’ dinner for the sponsors of
the 2004 – 2005 cricket season and special guests.
In addition to the various pharmaceutical companies and
pharmacy organizations representatives there was a group of
the who’s who of past cricket ‘Greats’.
The names of Neil Harvey, Sam Loxton, (members of
Bradman’s 1948 ‘Invincibles’), Alan Davidson (one of the
great Test Cricket all-rounders), Pharmacist & youngest
Australian Test Captain Ian Craig and ABC cricket
commentator Jim Maxwell, added that extra element to make
the evening an outstanding occasion.

added to the character of the players developing the various
disciplines required to be a success.
Sam Loxton gave the
response. Those present
were treated to what can
only be described as
‘Vintage
Loxton’.
Despite poor eyesight
this extraordinary man
recalled stories from his
past cricket life, often
told against himself,
Si Banks (President PGA NSW Branch) &
Barbara Banks
detailing names, cricket
scores and match details with absolute clarity and great colour.
Mr Loxton concluded his response with the famous words
recorded in Bradman’s book ‘Farewell To Cricket’ that originated
from Lord Harris, President of the Kent CCC and the MCC.
‘Drink deeply of the wisdom on your forefathers’ said Lord Harris
commenting on the spirit of cricket. ‘You do well to love it for it
is more free from anything sordid, anything dishonourable, than
any game in the world. To play it keenly, generously, honourably,
self-sacrificingly, is a moral lesson in itself and the classroom is
God’s air and sunshine. Foster it my brothers, so that it may attract
all who can afford the time to play it. Protect it from anything that
would sully it, so that it may grow in favour with all men’.

The group of Five...and Greg. Ian Craig, Alan Davidson, Greg Hodgson, Neil
Harvey Sam Loxton & Jim Maxwell. Ian Craig - Pharmacist & youngest man to
Captain an Australian Test Team winning a series vs South Africa 3 nil. Alan
Davidson - One of our greatest all-rounders. Played in the Tied Test Aust vs
West Indies 1960. Neil Harvey - Our greatest left hand batsmen, Member of
Bradman's 1948 Invincibles & played in the Tied Test of 1960. Sam Loxton - All
rounder & Member of Bradman's 1948 Invincibles. Jim Maxwell - ABC sports
commentator & The voice of ABC Radio Cricket.

A fine tribute to a wonderful game. Mr Hodgson called the members
of the Pharmacy Cricket committee to stand paying them a tribute for
having worked to make the past season such a great success.

The guests enjoyed pre dinner drinks in the lavish hotel lounge
area with its many antique furnishings and elegant displays.

Each of the male guests was presented with a ‘Pharmacy
Cricket Tie’. The ladies, not to be ignored, received a box of
chocolates. Committee member Anthony BouAntoun
demonstrated the new Pharmacy Cricket Web Site that is now
on the web. www.pharmacycricket.com.au.

President of Pharmacy Cricket, Greg Hodgson, welcomed the guests.

A great evening, very much enjoyed by all who attended.

A feature in the dining area was the framed and enlarged photos of the
various trophies of Pharmacy Cricket, together with the caps worn by
the NSW, Victorian & Queensland Pharmacy Cricket teams.
Following a delightful main course, Mr Hodgson, proposed a toast
to the sponsors and special guests. He spoke of the way Pharmacy
Cricket had developed in the past season and thanked all who
had provided support by way of sponsorships and assistance.
Stephen Greenwood, Executive Director of the Pharmacy
Guild, responded in a well thought out and delightful manner.
Pharmacy cricket committee member Peter O’Reilly proposed
the toast to ‘Cricket’, speaking of the various ways cricket

Anthony BouAntoun (cricket c'tee) Ian Craig & Justin Burt (cricket c'tee)

The Pharmacy Cricket Trophies

PHARMACY CRICKET Inc.

SPONSORS
2004-2005 Season

Platinum &
Major Sponsor
CONSUMER HEALTHCARE

Gold Sponsor
Silver Sponsors

The Pharmacy Guild of Australia
National Secretariat
The Pharmacy Guild of Australia
NSW Branch

Bronze Sponsors

S H O P F I T T E R S

Players Caps for NSW, Victorian & Queensland Teams
sponsored by Pharmaceutical Defence Limited
Trophy for the NSW vs QLD match sponsored by Guild Travel
Player of the Match Awards sponsored by Gold Cross

The
PHARMACY
CRICKET
TIE
A unique design with
a Pharmacy motto

Normally expect
to pay
$40 in a shop
To

Pharmacy Cricket
Members $25.00
plus
$2.50 postage etc.

PHARMACY CRICKET
Inc.

‘Mission Statement’ - Aims & Objects
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

To promote and organise cricket matches for & between pharmacists, students, pharmacy organizations and
the pharmaceutical industry.
To generally expand cricket matches to involve the widest possible groups, both Intrastate and Interstate
To promote matches with & between all elements of the pharmacy profession.
To provide and assist with social events and or dinners to encourage fellowship in conjunction with matches.
To assist financially, where appropriate, other groups in arranging cricket matches and or dinners
To raise sponsorship support from the pharmaceutical industry and pharmacy organizations.
To control expenditure in accordance with budget and correct accounting practice
To offer subsidised charges to students to take part in these events.
As a non-profit organization funds in surplus be directed towards pharmacy students and pharmacy education.

PHARMACY CRICKET
Incorporated under the Associations Incorporations Act 1984
Incorporating Pharmacy Cricket Australia & Pharmacy Cricket NSW

The Committee
President:

Greg Hodgson

Vice Presidents:

Si Banks, Graham Reed & David Sidgreaves

Treasurer:

Paul Mahoney

Secretary:

Peter O’Reilly

Committee:

Anthony BouAntoun
Justin Burt
Peter Mikhail
Lachlan Rose

Country Representatives:

Ben Brndusic - Albury
Michael O’Reilly - Wagga

Victorian Representative:

John Coppock

Queensland Representative:

Darren Spina

Proudly supported by the Pharmacy Guild of Australia NSW Branch

PHARMACY CRICKET
2005 – 2006 Season
Sunday 9th October ‘The Blues vs The Golds’
St Paul’s Oval University of Sydney
Trophy: The Wilkinson Cup
Sunday 6th November ‘City vs Country’
Wagga Wagga NSW.
Dinner Saturday night 5th November
Trophy: The Sidgreaves Shield

The Three State Challenge
Australia Day 26th January 2006 onwards
Venues TBA
NSW vs Victoria Queensland vs NSW
Victoria vs Queensland
Trophies:
The Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield
The Pharmacy Guild Travel Shield
Sunday 26th February 2006. The Gala match
St Paul’s Oval University of Sydney
Trophy: The Hodgson Cup
Sydney vs Newcastle
Date & Venue TBA

